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 . From across the border to Jaipur via Delhi, reality show stars Janhvi Kapoor and Ranbir Kapoor have been playing an absurdist game of cat-and-mouse with the media in this season of their hit TV show 'Girgit', which began its third season on March 22. The show, aired on Life OK since its first season and now going into its third season, was based on the idea of a couple that lives across a border.
Here, Janhvi and Ranbir play the host couple, who set up a house next to a tunnel at the border, and keep the media guessing, who it is that's living in the house. The game, which is taking place on a film shoot with several cameras, also gives the viewers the opportunity to learn how the couple really live. Since the beginning of the series, the couple have managed to fool almost everyone — the media,

most of their guests and their friends. But they have some enemies too. Bipasha Basu, who was seen as a contestant in season 1, was a part of the show that year, though she was not in the house at the same time as Janhvi and Ranbir. But Ranbir's former wife, Neetu Singh, is in the house — and she's also a media darling! After all, she is known for being a part of the'real housewives' genre of
Bollywood. Though the Indian audience may not be familiar with her work, and therefore, may not know of her past controversies — she was seen as a beauty queen who was married at the age of 18, before having a daughter — Singh still garners media attention in Bollywood. And that's a good thing for Ranbir and Janhvi. Speaking to ExchangeWire in a recent interview, Singh spoke about her life
in the show, her marriage to Ranbir, and how their experiences in the show have changed them. ExchangeWire: What is your take on the first season of Girgit? Singh: I did a Vogue feature which was done at the end of 2013, and that was all it took for Girgit to take off. It went viral. I did a few more Vogue features for the same publication and it took off from there. The couple are playing a game of

hide-and-seek and it's been great 82157476af
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